
(Québec, Canada)  BainUltra® is pleased to unveil the latest addition to its sought-after Nokori Collection – the Nokori Oval 6737. As its name 
suggests, this new tub is an oval-shaped iteration of a geometric line of freestanding baths that represents the epitome of contemporary elegance. 
Here, flowing curves and clean lines combine to create a tub of uncommon beauty and grace. Together with the exceptional comfort and therapy 
options that are signatures of the BainUltra brand, the Nokori Oval becomes the worthy centerpiece of a bath environment dedicated to wellness and 
relaxation.

Devotees of minimalist design are certain to embrace the stark yet stylish silhouette of the Nokori Oval. The exterior of the tub is notable for its 
absence of ornamentation, while the interior has been smartly designed to accommodate two bathers in total comfort. Measuring 67” x 37” x 24”, the 
tub holds an impressive 66 gallons of water for an immersive soak. Crafted exclusively of durable white acrylic, the tub has a seamless appearance 
and a beautiful made-to-last finish in a choice of glossy or UltraVelour, a new matte finish exclusive to BainUltra. 

As the leader in air jet bath technology, BainUltra brings its Thermomasseur® options to the Nokori Oval, unleashing the full benefits of hydro-thermo 
massage® to relax the body and mind, relieve back pain and muscle aches, stimulate blood flow and eliminate toxins. Enjoy the comfort of 40 strate-
gically placed air jets and optional LED lighting for soothing chromatherapy effects.  Other available options include Geysair® warm air jet technology 
to maintain consistent water temperature, WarmTouchShell® heating zones for greater comfort and relaxation, and a control pad that lets users 
customize every aspect of their bathing experience.

The beauty and quality of the Nokori Oval 6737 is a continuation of BainUltra’s commitment to creating exceptional therapeutic baths and therapy 
experiences. With its stunning good looks and impressive range of options, the Nokori Oval is destined to be a popular addition to BainUltra’s tradition 
of design and engineering excellence.

For more information about Nokori Oval or BainUltra’s singular commitment to beautiful baths, visit their website at www.bainultra.com.
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BUILDING ON PERFECTION.
        BAINULTRA EXPANDS NOKORI COLLECTION WITH NEW OVAL TUB



ABOUT BAINULTRA

BainUltra®, a Canadian company, has spent more than three decades helping customers throughout North America improve their personal 

health. While they’ve pioneered the development of therapeutic air jet baths, their mission over the years has evolved. Today, they offer 

an integrated line of products that help consumers improve relaxation, health and well-being right in their own homes. The company’s 

mission is to transform the bathroom from the ordinary to the inspired, by making it a fully personalized space that uses the best designs 

and therapies that will cater to the needs of your body, mind and spirit. BainUltra uses the latest advances in hydrotherapy - incorporating 

heat, massage, light, sound and aroma - to reinvent the bathing experience. 

To contact BainUltra, call 866-344-4515 or visit online at www.bainultra.com.
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BUILDING ON PERFECTION - THE NOKORI OVAL FREESTANDING TUB
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